thereon, including the approval of a years. The board discussed the taken during the third and fourth decisions and recommendations academic year (2020/2021), which of the Board of Trustees for the QNAT board meeting Deputy Amir chairs 'exceptional high Moody's highlights Azerbaijan and Armenia. between ex-Soviet republics and Estonia - supporting the move. The UN Security Council is meeting today on Nagorny Karabakh. The UN to meet today on demand for essential goods and owing to Qatar Airways' and HIA's pandemic, HIA took all the necessary applying measures to combat the community sports is one of the key ence Alfakhrawi told journalists at the press conference.

HIA significantly reduces passenger queuing times

H elental International Airport (HIA) has significantly reduced queuing times at key security points. HIA managed to reduce queuing times at security points by 59% last year. The reduction in queuing times is a result of HIA's efforts to enhance its levels of service and to provide a safe and efficient travel experience for passengers and staff.

HIA achieved a total of 5,052,327 arrivals, departures and transiting passengers, an 6.4% increase compared to the previous year. HIA also recorded 2,672,233 tonnes of cargo, 1.67% more than the previous year. It also recorded 1,109,614 aircraft movements, including 5,938,594 passengers and 2,813,935 passengers departing the airport on a 24x7 basis. All transiting passengers and crew coming into Doha on a 24x7 basis are screened at arrival and have their passports and boarding passes checked.

The signing ceremony was held in the presence of the Minister of Transport and Communications Jassim Seif Ahmed al-Sulaiti.

The MoU was signed by Kahramaa and Qatari Diar CEO Abdullah bin Hamad al-Thani, the Chairman of the Board of Kahramaa's electric vehicles policies, drafted in co-operation with the Ministry of Transport and Communications (MoTC). There are currently 10 charging stations with plans to install 10 charging stations over the next three years.

The MoU reflects the Qatari City's vision of sustainability and is in line with Qatar National Vision 2030 that plans to establish an electric vehicle charging network in the country. The number of charging stations will be increased over time as the country's EV fleet grows.

Al-Awadi added that the agreement between Qatari Diar and Kahramaa is part of the company's strategy to support the growth of the EV sector in Qatar. He also highlighted that the agreement will help the company achieve its goal of becoming a leading player in the EV sector.
MoPH reports 122,209 total Covid recoveries

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) reported yesterday 227 new confirmed cases of coronavirus (Covid-19) during the last 24 hours, of which 218 are from community cases and nine from community cases who are subject to quarantine. The new cases include 156 Qatari citizens, 53 residents and 18 workers.

MoPH said 214 Ehteraz applications by guests, employees and suppliers have been rejected. The application process to ensure the provision of services and payment options, as well as the introduction of new sterilization and disinfection practices in hotel establishments and other tourist and service facilities. The first phase of the programme defines best practices for sterilisation and disinfection in hotel establishments and other tourist and service facilities. The programme also sets requirements for hotels certified Qatar Clean in the coming months.

The programme is an initiative launched recently by QNTC in collaboration with MoPH and is an initiative aimed at ensuring a safe tourism experience in Qatar to 122,209.

The Qatar Clean programme is a nation-wide initiative launched by MoPH in collaboration with other governmental and non-governmental bodies.

King Felipe VI of Spain granted Qatar’s ambassador to Germany, Mohamed bin Jabor bin Khaled Al-Kuwayji, the Grand Cross Order of Merit of the Spanish Legion of Honour yesterday. The ambassador was granted the Decoration of a commander at the headquarters of Spain’s ambassador in Doha. The ambassador expressed his thanks to the Government of Spain for the support provided to him during his tenure, and expressed gratitude to the King, government and people of Spain for this honour.

Pakistan National Assembly Speaker meets Qatar’s ambassador

Dr Hanan Mohamed al-Kuwari, the Speaker of the National Assembly of Qatar, praises the hotel sector’s commitment to adopting Qatar Clean programme. Second phase will cover all licensed restaurants in country.

The programme defines best practices for sterilisation and disinfection in hotel establishments and other tourist and service facilities. The first phase of the programme sets requirements for hotels certified Qatar Clean in the coming months.

The programme is an initiative launched recently by QNTC in collaboration with MoPH and is an initiative aimed at ensuring a safe tourism experience in Qatar to 122,209.

The Qatar Clean programme is a nation-wide initiative launched by MoPH in collaboration with other governmental and non-governmental bodies.

Qatar takes part in GCC ministerial panel meeting

Qatar participated in the extraordinary meeting of the Ministerial Committee for Service and Administrative Development in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), which was held via video conference. The meeting discussed the agenda, including the recommendations of the 24th plenary meeting of the GCC Ministerial Council for Service and Administrative Development and the recommendations of the GCC’s Administrative Development Committee.

The meeting also discussed the agenda, including the recommendations of the 24th plenary meeting of the GCC Ministerial Council for Service and Administrative Development and the recommendations of the GCC’s Administrative Development Committee.

King takes part in GCC ministerial panel meeting

Qatar was represented during the meeting by HE the Minister of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs Yousuf bin Mohamed al-Othman Fakhro, who reiterated the efforts of Qatar to confront Covid-19 and the preventive measures it has taken to limit its spread.
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Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB) has announced that domestic workers will be able to open their own bank accounts with QIB, directly through the bank’s award-winning mobile app. The move is in line with the Qatar Central Bank (QCB) directives to support all segments of the society, ensuring easy access to banking solutions. This initiative is part of QIB’s strategy to promote financial inclusion among domestic workers, who are typically not covered by traditional banking solutions.

A debit card will be issued upon opening the account, and the account holder will be able to access cash from ATM’s around the globe. Their local and international transactions will be performed in a few simple steps through the QIB mobile app. Furthermore, domestic workers will be exempted from fees or charges on issuing their cards, which will also be issued without the requirement of minimum balance. They will also benefit from the option of receiving their salaries directly to their QIB accounts.

This service will be available for domestic workers within all categories, including housemaids, cooks, drivers, and maids, as well as their family members. The instructions of the Ministry of Manpower and Tranportation are followed to ensure the safety and convenience of the employees while protecting their personal data and security.

Upon the end of the employment contract, the employee and the employer must liquidate for the benefit of the concerned domestic worker. To provide a stable banking experience, and in line with the Qatar Vision 2030, the bank will work closely with the Ministry of Human Resources to ensure easy access to banking facilities for domestic workers.

"We are happy to announce this move as part of our ongoing efforts to serve our customers’ experience easy and fast international transfers, offering the domestic workers the much-needed digital solutions that will help them manage their day-to-day banking needs in a convenient, simple and secure way," said David Suter, Special Projects Manager at THE.

"The consortium’s vision is to enhance the national human capital in different healthcare sectors, and our digital product that will serve our community comprehensively is committed to provide its services to all segments of the society and to effectively bring their inclusion in the banking system, providing those services in a convenient, simple and secure way," said QIB’s Board of Directors Chairman, His Excellency Professor Dr. Khalid bin Jassim bin Ahmed Al-Mana. "We are pleased to announce that the domestic workers account is now available in the UAE, Indonesia, China, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and many more countries with the help of commercial airlines in those countries, while we ended up with eight pilots in each category." 

"The move is in line with the Qatar Central Bank (QCB) directives to support all segments of the society, ensuring easy access to banking solutions. This initiative is part of QIB’s strategy to promote financial inclusion among domestic workers, who are typically not covered by traditional banking solutions. However, domestic workers often lack access to banking services, and QIB’s initiative aims to address this gap by providing them with a convenient, simple, and secure way to access banking services directly through the QIB mobile app.

"The move is in line with Qatar Central Bank (QCB) directives to support all segments of the society, ensuring easy access to banking solutions. This initiative is part of QIB’s strategy to promote financial inclusion among domestic workers, who are typically not covered by traditional banking solutions. However, domestic workers often lack access to banking services, and QIB’s initiative aims to address this gap by providing them with a convenient, simple, and secure way to access banking services directly through the QIB mobile app."
CNA-Q students use their expertise to help combat Covid-19

The health authorities have issued a reminder to the public that any symptoms have developed (fever, cough, body aches, change in taste or smell). You should download the Ehteraz app. You must inform the public health team after being discharged to home quarantine. You should not receive visitors while under quarantine. Your arrival at one of the PHCC health centers should be confirmed. You must answer calls from the public health team after being discharged to home quarantine.

More arrested for violating home quarantine rules

The competent authorities have arrested more people for violating the legal requirements of home quarantine. Qatar Airways said a “limited” number of flights were diverted after freighter landed at the wrong airport. Qatar Airways said a “limited” number of flights were diverted after freighter landed at the wrong airport. Qatar Airways said a “limited” number of flights were diverted after freighter landed at the wrong airport. Qatar Airways said a “limited” number of flights were diverted after freighter landed at the wrong airport.

Home quarantine dos, dont’s

This comes as the MoTC is executing the electric vehicle strategy it has developed in collaboration with the bodies concerned, and which is part of its strategy to “provide an electric vehicle fleet in Qatar would become electric by 2022.” This comes as the MoTC is executing the electric vehicle strategy it has developed in collaboration with the bodies concerned, and which is part of its strategy to “provide an electric vehicle fleet in Qatar would become electric by 2022.” This comes as the MoTC is executing the electric vehicle strategy it has developed in collaboration with the bodies concerned, and which is part of its strategy to “provide an electric vehicle fleet in Qatar would become electric by 2022.”

Some flights diverted after freighter makes emergency landing

The patient cases in the inpatient unit of the Respiratory Therapists at Hamad were starting to get overwhelmed, it was recalled in the statement yesterday. A total of six students have been trained and deployed for the supervision of a senior technician and any operating rounds to meet the needs of the hospital RT’s 35 hours per week. The CNA-Q Advanced Care Practice students were not unfamiliar with the daily tasks of treating and managing severely critical patients, having been trained alongside registered respiratory therapy students during their studies. The students were familiar with the daily tasks of treating and managing severely critical patients. The students were familiar with the daily tasks of treating and managing severely critical patients. The students were familiar with the daily tasks of treating and managing severely critical patients. The students were familiar with the daily tasks of treating and managing severely critical patients. The students were familiar with the daily tasks of treating and managing severely critical patients. The students were familiar with the daily tasks of treating and managing severely critical patients. The students were familiar with the daily tasks of treating and managing severely critical patients. The students were familiar with the daily tasks of treating and managing severely critical patients.
Vodafone Qatar launched food ordering app

Nando's Qatar recently launched its new app, aiming to provide customers with a seamless experience whenever they are, "Closer to home or up in the sky," a source revealed. "This new platform is designed to enhance customer engagement and facilitate easy ordering on the go.

Customers can order Nando's from anywhere in Qatar, using this new mobile app. The app offers a wide selection of the famous Portuguese peri peri chicken, as well as various side dishes and desserts. With this app, customers can choose their preferred Nando's branch, select their food, and place their order with just a few taps.

The app also includes a loyalty feature, rewarding customers for their repeat business. Key features include a full menu, delivery options, and the ability to track the status of your order. From appetising food to easy ordering - we want everyone to have an amazing experience. We designed the platform with our customers in mind.

"We are excited to launch this new app and provide our customers with a convenient way to order Nando's on the go," said Nando's Qatar Managing Director, "This app is a testament to our commitment to enhance customer experience and provide a satisfying dining experience for our valued customers.

Customers can also enjoy various offers and discounts exclusive to the app. The app is available for download on both iOS and Android devices, and it can be used to order food from any of the 10 Nando's branches in Qatar.

The statement added: "Easy in navigation and user-friendly, we encourage all customers to download the Nando's Qatar app and enjoy the great value for money that it offers.

Vodafone Qatar now on Samsung Galaxy Note20, Galaxy Note20 Ultra 5G

Vodafone Qatar has announced an exclusive, limited-time offer with the all-new Samsung Galaxy Note20 and Galaxy Note20 Ultra 5G for all customers in the country. Customers who purchase the Samsung Note20 or Note20 Ultra 5G from Vodafone Qatar will receive a gift voucher worth £100. In addition, the GAC wing at Hamad Port will receive a gift voucher worth £500.

The GAC wing at Hamad Port seized a massive quantity of ‘tambaku’ that was found hidden inside a shipment. The GAC wing recently seized 1,653kg of ‘tambaku’ at Hamad Port. The banned substance was ‘tambaku’ that was found in 1,415 packs that were seized at the port. The banned substance was ‘tambaku’ that was seized at the port. The restricted item that was found is considered a health threat.

The statement added: "Our study shows there is an urgent need for high-quality research into this subject to improve our ability to prevent and treat perinatal mental illness in order to safeguard the health of mothers and their children in the region.

With the support of the Ministry of Public Health and Public Health and Public Health, the WCM-Q study has found very little consistency in the way the data was collected from study to study and the tools used to capture the information in the studies were generally poorly designed.

Perinatal mental illness (PMI) is also associated with the period of time before and after the birth that was studied. The WCM-Q study also examined the risk factors that are associated with perinatal mental illness, such as education level, wealth and social support from different people.

Furthermore, the risk factors for education, marital and social support, and wealth were quantified by the research team from study to study and the tools used to capture the information in the studies were generally poorly designed.

The statement added: "In partnership with the WCM-Q, we want everyone to have an amazing experience. We designed the platform with our customers in mind.

Staff members are fully trained to ensure a smooth running of the days and can enjoy the time they have with their baby.

The statement added: "Easy in navigation and user-friendly, we encourage all customers to download the Nando’s Qatar app and enjoy the great value for money that it offers.
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Quitting smoking has immediate health benefits, say HMC experts

By Shafeeq Alingal

A virtual seminar hosted by the Department of Educational Services and Affairs of the General Directorate of Drug Enforcement, in cooperation with the Public Relations Department of the Ministry of Interior (MoI) yesterday discussed awareness tips about the dangers of drugs abuse.

The seminar, titled ‘Don’t carry any material in your bag’, was part of the awareness-raising campaign, ‘Don’t carry any material in your bag’.

Assistant of the Health Department, led the seminar and spoke about the dangers of drugs. He highlighted the risk that drugs cause to the individual and society and the types of medicines that are prohibited to be brought into the country or around the home.

He said that the seminar aimed to alert the public not to carry bags on behalf of others while travelling to Qatar without checking their contents to avoid legal accountability.

He added that addicts will not be able to accept treatment if their contents because the same hanno full criminal responsibility if these materials are prohibited in the country, hence they must be checked before bringing them to Qatar.

The seminar was held in cooperation with the Directorate of Drug Enforcement, MoI, and a number of experts.
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A head of its upcoming 2020 season, the World Vision Health (WISH), a Qatar Foundation global health initiative, has launched the Innovation contest.

The two competitions invited entrepreneurs to apply. The first competition, called WISH selects winners, will host up to 10 entrepreneurs from the Doha area. The second competition, called WISH selects winners, will host up to 10 entrepreneurs from the Doha area.

The winning innovations will show their work to global health experts and philanthropists. The winners will be invited to pitch their projects from November 9-19, at the WISH Day of the World Health.

This encourages WISH's vision to welcome all partnerships under a common banner, aiming for a common world.

The winning entrepreneurs will receive benefits from the WISH competition. The winners will have their work showcased in the WISH competition. The winners will receive benefits from the WISH competition.

The winning entrepreneurs will receive benefits from the WISH competition. The winners will have their work showcased in the WISH competition. The winners will receive benefits from the WISH competition.

On October 2, Qatar University announces October events for children, adults. Qatar University (QU) announced October events for children, adults. Qatar University (QU) announced October events for children, adults.

On October 8, Qatar University announces October events for children, adults. Qatar University (QU) announced October events for children, adults.
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"The event was arranged by QNL and WISH is the partner of the event," said: “The webinar demonstrated the significant benefits of partnering between educational institutions and service providers to create pathways in building an internal healthcare workforce that addresses global health challenges, provides much-needed health services, and enhances the quality of life for all segments of Qatar’s society.”

The webinar discussed the role of vaccinations in ensuring the safety and health of individuals and communities. The webinar highlighted the importance of vaccinations in preventing diseases and protecting public health. The webinar also showcased successful national immunization programs that support these efforts.

"The webinar was well received, with many participants expressing interest in attending future webinars. The webinar concluded with a reminder to all participants that vaccination is a key component of any comprehensive public health strategy. The webinar was facilitated by healthcare professionals and researchers who are dedicated to improving the health of individuals and communities,” said the webinar organizer.
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Long-awaited MINI Countryman is launched in Qatar

Afterman Automobiles has launched the much-anticipated five-door MINI Countryman.

At a ceremony in Doha, the official launch of the MINI Countryman, the company's fourth model and the first luxury vehicle to bear the brand's name in Qatar, took place yesterday.

At the event, the company unveiled its latest model, the MINI Countryman, which was met with much excitement and praise.

The Countryman is the latest addition to the MINI lineup, with a redefined five-door configuration that is poised to make a big impact on the market.

Joining the MINI Cooper S, the MINI Cooper SD, and the MINI Countryman ALL4, the MINI Countryman is the perfect blend of luxury and functionality, offering a unique combination of style and performance.

The MINI Countryman features a touchless-opening front hood, which is a significant addition to the vehicle's design. This innovative feature not only enhances the aesthetic appeal of the car but also makes it more convenient for the driver.

In addition, the MINI Countryman comes equipped with a USB interface, which allows for easy access to various electronic devices and applications. This feature is particularly useful for passengers who need to stay connected while on the road.

One of the most notable features of the MINI Countryman is its powerful design, which is evident in its aggressive headlights and low-slung stance. The car's sleek lines and sharp angles give it a distinctive look that is sure to turn heads.

The MINI Countryman is powered by a 1.5-liter three-cylinder engine, which produces 136 horsepower and 220 Nm of torque. This engine is paired with a six-speed automatic transmission, ensuring a smooth and efficient driving experience.

Safety features are also a priority for the MINI Countryman, with a host of advanced technologies designed to keep passengers safe on the road. These include forward collision warning, automatic emergency braking, and pedestrian collision mitigation.

The MINI Countryman is available in a variety of trim levels, each offering a range of features and options to suit different tastes and preferences. Whether you're looking for a comfortable and spacious interior, or a sporty and dynamic driving experience, the MINI Countryman has something for everyone.

For more information on the MINI Countryman, visit www.mini-qatar.com.
Togo appoints its first woman prime minister

Kenyatta appoints his first female prime minister

Australian theme park fined for ride deaths

Philippines extends partial virus curbs until Oct 31

Tongan leader names first female prime minister

Sudan foreign aid deal to give cash to poor families

Palestinians commemorate mourning

Oman to reopen mosques on Nov 15

Kenya replaces sports ministers as Covid-19 cases rise

One in four children in Yemen faces food, freedom and rights crisis

Book fair attracts crowds in Yemen

At least five killed in rocket fire near Baghdad airport

Omarion's poppiness as a presidential candidate in Sudan

Kenyatta's new cabinet in Kenya

Kenya's president appoints his first female prime minister

The latest in a string of attacks targeting Shi’ite mosques and the blues and it is feared that a further 3,000 troops from the country would the rioting begins. The attack, which started around a year ago, has caused more than 120 civilians. The army said it had also wounded two other children. No group immediately claimed responsibility.

The Gulf state has said it will resume international flights on Oct 1 and airlift all its citizens in the north of the country, in the last 16 months at protests, and courts are crammed with trials.

Most prominent protest leaders have been arrested. There have been mass protests every month for a year, according to an EU statement.

The latest in a string of attacks targeting Shi’ite mosques and the blues and it is feared that a further 3,000 troops from the country would the rioting begins. The attack, which started around a year ago, has caused more than 120 civilians. The army said it had also wounded two other children. No group immediately claimed responsibility.

The Gulf state has said it will resume international flights on Oct 1 and airlift all its citizens in the north of the country, in the last 16 months at protests, and courts are crammed with trials.
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A handful of patients have avoided or delayed making a GP appointment in the last six months when they would previously have sought help, a Daily Mail poll revealed.

Nearly five in 10 and almost all those who had not sought medical advice a doctor or video consultation said they were concerned phone or video consultations were 'worse' compared with a face-to-face appointment.

The Patients Association warned that the doctor-patient relationship has suffered a "fundamental rupture" during the pandemic and cancer screening declined.

Another 20% of respondents said they were only using face-to-face appointments because it was easier.

Health secretary Matt Hancock said the poll revealed the importance of medical advice.

"We don’t want to see a return to the old way: people calling their GPs to book or cancel appointments rather than at the time they need it," he said. "This poll shows people want access to care as soon as possible, and means we can move forward."
Global coronavirus death toll hits 1mn

By Simon Malfatto, AFP

More than 1mn people have died due to COVID-19 worldwide, according to an AFP tally based on data from various sources, as the coronavirus continues to claim lives in the pandemic's second wave.

This image combines data from official statistics on the official website of the Worldometer.info and the World Health Organization (WHO).

Don't be alarmed. There's no chance of a second wave! But this time, let's make sure we don't panic...

The 1mn figure was reached on Sunday, according to the tally which tracks daily updates from more than 200 countries and territories around the world.

The milestone was reached as the US was the first country to reach this level, with over 195,000 deaths from COVID-19, followed closely by Brazil and Mexico with over 105,000 and 75,000 deaths respectively.

The latest data from the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) shows that over 195,000 people have died from COVID-19 in the US, with over 11.6mn cases reported, while Brazil has recorded over 105,000 deaths and 6.5mn infections, and Mexico has reported over 75,000 deaths and 3.9mn cases.

The number of deaths worldwide has risen steadily since the outbreak of the pandemic last year, with over 1mn deaths reported globally. The WHO has warned that the pandemic is far from over and that countries need to continue implementing measures to control the spread of the virus.

The milestone comes as the world continues to grapple with the challenges of the pandemic, with vaccination efforts gaining momentum in many countries. The US has administered over 270mn doses of COVID-19 vaccines, while Brazil has administered over 6.5mn doses and Mexico has administered over 3.9mn doses.

The WHO has also warned that the pandemic could have a devastating impact on global health and economic systems, with the United Nations estimating that over 80mn people could be pushed into poverty due to the pandemic.

The milestone also highlights the need for greater global coordination and solidarity in the fight against COVID-19, with some countries struggling to access vaccines and medical supplies.

The 1mn figure is a stark reminder of the human cost of the pandemic, with millions of lives lost and families impacted around the world.
Caught in virus net, fish sellers battling to regain their livelihoods

The Times of India
March 31, 2020

A fish seller in Noida, India.

**Dehli**

A massive virus net is trapping Indian fish sellers, a group whose livelihoods depend on selling fish from baskets or aluminium vessels. But the spread of the virus has disrupted the markets where they sell their wares, leaving many of them without a source of income.

Several days ago, a fish seller in Noida, who refuses to be named, was forced to leave her stall because of the lockdown. She said, "I have been selling fish for 20 years, but now I have lost my source of income."

According to the Ministry of Fisheries, India added a million cases in the last 24 hours, pushing the total number of cases to 10 million. The lockdown has been declared in several states to contain the spread of the virus.

"The only thing that we can do now is to stay at home and follow the safety protocols," said Kowada, who has been selling fish for over 20 years. "We are not scared to go outside, but we are scared to go to the market."

Many fish sellers have been forced to leave their stalls and move to their homes, leaving their families without income. The government has announced several schemes to help the fish sellers, including a new scheme that provides financial assistance to those who have lost their livelihoods due to the lockdown.

"We are facing a lot of difficulties," said 23-year-old medical student Maharani Selvamani. "The situation is not only affecting us, but also our families."

Coronavirus sweeps down head of festival season

The Gulf Times
Tuesday, September 29, 2020

**Doha**

The Gulf Times says that the coronavirus pandemic has brought the end of the festival season in Qatar. The Gulf Times states that the festival season, which is usually a time for large public celebrations and international visitors, has been canceled due to the pandemic.

"The Gulf Times" says that large public celebrations and international visitors are no longer welcome during the festival season. The newspaper states that the government has announced several measures to stop the spread of the virus, including the closure of borders and the cancellation of all large events.
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A Biden administration could see a calming of the US-China tariff war

Other potential winners from a Biden victory would be auto suppliers including a number of US-based manufacturers. In their July report, JP Morgan listed AT&T, Target and Waste Management as being held up in a political standoff.

A Biden administration would probably also see a reduction in tariff tensions. A Biden administration would also be more likely to support infrastructure projects and renewable energy. A Biden administration would also likely support legislation such as the additional fiscal stimulus currently being held up in a political standoff.

A Biden administration would likely also see a reduction in the US-China trade war. A Biden administration would also be more likely to support infrastructure projects and renewable energy. A Biden administration would also likely support legislation such as the additional fiscal stimulus currently being held up in a political standoff.

A Biden administration would likely also see a reduction in the US-China trade war. A Biden administration would also be more likely to support infrastructure projects and renewable energy. A Biden administration would also likely support legislation such as the additional fiscal stimulus currently being held up in a political standoff.
Head of Afghan peace process in Pakistan

Peace in Afghanistan will bring northeast Pakistan to its logical conclusion.

Prime Minister Khan has said that talks with the Taliban are crucial to the peace process, which is currently in its final stages. The Pakistan-Afghanistan talks have already resulted in a significant reduction in violence, and the Prime Minister has expressed his full support for the process.

Investigation launched after human remains found in Karachi

Pakistan's Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has launched an investigation after human remains were found in Karachi. According to media reports, the remains were discovered in a car at the roadside.

Opposition alliance mulls first anti-govt rally next month

The opposition alliance is planning to hold a rally next month to protest against the government's policies. According to sources, the rally will be held in a major city of the country.

NAB arrests leader of the opposition

The National Accountability Bureau (NAB) has arrested a senior leader of the opposition party in the country. The leader was arrested on charges of corruption.

US missions in Pakistan to resume student visa services from Thursday

The US embassies in Islamabad and the US consulate in Karachi will resume student visa services from Thursday. According to reports, the embassies have been closed due to the coronavirus pandemic.

Pakistan’s anti-graft agency arrested a senior leader of the opposition party after a court rejected a plea for bail, ordering the arrest.

Maulana Fazlur Rehman said that the opposition parties will hold a meeting of the alliance while the PPP opposed the move, and suggested that the top leadership should take a decision.

Pakistan's anti-graft agency NAB has arrested the president of a political party for corruption.

The opposition parties had announced a four-day conference to hold four public meetings in the month of September to protest against the government's policies.

The military, which has ruled the country for a long time, has been involved in the Afghan peace process, which is currently in its final stages. The Prime Minister has expressed his full support for the process.

The embassy also asked the applicants to remember to wear a mask and maintain social distancing while entering the embassy or consular office.

Pakistan has traditionally been a key player in the Afghan peace process, which is currently in its final stages. The Prime Minister has expressed his full support for the process.

The opposition parties had announced a four-day conference to hold four public meetings in the month of September to protest against the government's policies.

The military, which has ruled the country for a long time, has been involved in the Afghan peace process, which is currently in its final stages. The Prime Minister has expressed his full support for the process.
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The competition will challenge students, developers, professionals, and researchers to develop and demonstrate how humans can collaborate with powerful artificial intelligence (AI) technologies to tackle some challenging problems for different applications.

Qatar Airways has become the first global carrier to operate Honeywell’s Ultraviolet (UV) Cabin cleaning tech system, further advancing its hygiene measures.

Qatar Airways has become the first global carrier to operate Honeywell’s Ultraviolet (UV) Cabin cleaning tech system, further advancing its hygiene measures.

Dr Tuzcu and the team said a rapid heart rate and an abnormal ECG reading can happen when normal pathways of WPW patients are disrupted, causing the heart to beat abnormally. The condition can be potentially life-threatening, especially if it leads to an extra electrical connection in the heart.

"We would keep an eye on the person and suggest that he or she go to the hospital immediately," Dr Tuzcu said. "If untreated, WPW can lead to fatal arrhythmias such as heart block, atrial fibrillation, and sudden cardiac death."

At the time, Sidra Medicine performed an echocardiogram and an MRI, which revealed an atrial septal defect (ASD). The ASD was treated on the same day.

The ECG conducted during the Antarctic expedition showed Dr Tuzcu and the team that a patient had some types of WPW. The patient was seen by Dr Tuzcu and the team at Sidra Medicine after experiencing an episode of WPW-related atrial fibrillation.

Dr Tuzcu and the team confirmed that patient was treated for WPW and the patient was advised to take extra precautions to avoid triggering the condition. The patient was then referred to the cardiovascular department for regular follow-ups.

Dr Tuzcu and the team advised the patient to take extra precautions to avoid triggering the condition, such as avoiding high-risk activities such as contact sports or any type of exercise that could cause the heart to beat abnormally.
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